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ANSWER KEY 
LISTENING   (10 POINTS) 

 
Part 1- Check Your Understanding: Multiple Choice (5 pts) 

Do this exercise while you listen. Listen to the radio interview and circle the best option to complete these sentences. 

 

1. People are talking about these sports because they are becoming more and more popular / they 

might be included in the 2020 Olympics / a lot of people are getting injured doing them . 

2. In wakeboarding the rider is attached to the board / another rider / a speedboat . 

3. In wakeboarding 1260 degree spins are impossible / difficult / surprisingly easy . 

4. Wakestock festival in Wales has a similar feel to California / is a good place to see the best riders 

/ is really cool but not many people know about it . 

5. In roller derby you score points by going past other players / arriving at a goal / making people fall over . 

 

Part 2- Check your understanding: Sentence Completion (5 pts) 
 

Do this exercise while you listen. Listen to the teacher giving students a quiz about their study skills and complete the 
sentences to form a correct sentence according to the audio. 

1.The first question is about the time __________the students arrive at school. 

2. The teacher asks about _____when the students do their homework. 

3. Question four is about the students’ relationship with ________ people working at the school. 

4. Students with mostly Bs need to ________ change some of their habits. 

5. Students with mostly Cs should _________ try to change as soon as possible. 
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    USE OF ENGLISH (50 POINTS) 

 
A. Complete the following sentences. FOUR OF THE WORDS ARE EXTRA.  (10*1=10 pts.) 
 
*put up with      *confirm        *enormous       *reputation     *accommodation     

*rip off                *insult            *estimate          *rough              *demanding 

*tackle                *persuade      *compulsory    *decline           *spare            

Example: She is not very experienced; so she doesn’t know how to __tackle__ with the tasks at job.  

1. The Italian restaurant on the corner of your street has a good ____reputation_______ for being cheap and delicious. 

2. Being a doctor in a very busy hospital is a/an ___demanding________ job. You cannot get much free time. 

3. After listening to her story, Gabe wondered why she had to ____put up with_______ all these difficulties at work. 

4. This price for the holiday includes both the flights and __accomodation_________. 

5. There has been a/an ____decline_______ in this sector in the USA. It is not as popular as it used to be. 

6. The manager did not ___confirm________ or deny the news. All the employees are waiting for an explanation. 

7. In the UK, education is ____compulsory_______ for all children between the ages of 5 and 16. 

8. We ___estimate________ that around 50 people will arrive for the party, but less people may arrive. 

9. We have just learnt that he got a/an __enormous_________ amount of money from lottery. 

10. You mustn't wear your shoes inside a mosque or temple.  It is a great ___insult________ to the religion and culture.  

 

 B. Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in bold.  (5*1=5 pts.) 

There are several __UNKNOWN______________ species living in the rain forest, which still need to be categorized. 
(KNOW) 

I need more ___INFROMATION_____________ about how to use this new computer in the office. (INFORM) 

If you need any further ___ASSISTANCE_____________ in this task, please do not hesitate to call me. (ASSIST) 

The __MANAGEMENT______________ of the company told us that nobody would lose their jobs despite the economic 
crisis. (MANAGE) 

Kathrine Switzer ___SUCCESSFULLY_____________ competed in the Boston marathon in 1967 among her male rivals. 
(SUCCESS) 

C. Complete each sentence with a preposition. (5*1=5 pts.) 
 
Example: My father is proud of me.  
 

1. We are fed up __WITH______ this awful weather. When will we see the sunshine again?  
2. You can rely __ON______ Max, he is so trustable in this company.  
3. Do you know how many people were invited __TO______ Jesse’s party?  
4. She apologized __FOR______ her wrong words at the party last night.  
5. Are the students nervous __ABOUT______ the English proficiency exam results?  

 

https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/shoe
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/inside#inside__9
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/temple
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D. Complete the sentences with the correct (tense) form of the verbs in parenthesis.  (10*1=10 pts.) 
 
1. Many girls want to go to the pub only a minority _WANTS_ to watch TV at home now. (want) 

2. Marry Ann _HAS CUT_ her hand. It's bleeding heavily. (cut) 

3. I'm sorry I can't come. I ____AM GOING TO SEE / AM SEEING___ my school friend tomorrow. (see) 

4. As my friend and I __WERE HAVING A GOSSIP__ , my cell phone __WAS RINGING__. (have a gossip / ring) 

5. So far, I ___HAVEN’T RECEIVED____ a response from the company even though I ____HAVE SENT___ two 

application forms. (receive / send) 

6. Nelly __WILL HELP__ me with my homework as soon as she ___FINISHES___ writing those reports. (help / finish) 

7. My thesis___IS___ about teaching English through visual materials. Hence, I ___WILL HAVE TO__ collect related 

data until due date. (be / have to ) 

8.  Albert and his family___HAD LEARNED__Turkish customs before they__MOVED__to our country. (learn / move) 

9. Why__IS__she__CRYING_ ? Is she still upset? (cry) 

10. Since the scandal, the two families___HAVE BEEN__ hostile to each other. (be) 

E. Complete the conversations with the correct questions. (5*1=10 pts) 

a) We should we do  b) Should I tell my boss  c) Do I need to bring anything 

d) Is this a bad time  e) Is it OK if 

Conversation A 

Pete: Hi Don. e) Is it OK if I bring a friend to your party? 

Don: Yes, of course. No problem. 

Pete: Oh, ah one other thing. c) Do I need to bring anything? 

Don: No, it’s not necessary. We have everything we need. 

Conversation B 

Andre: d) Is this a bad time? I can come back later. 

Bella: Can you come back in ten minutes? 

Andre: Yes, of course. My apologies. I didn’t realize you were in a meeting. 

Bella: It’s fine. Don’t worry about it. 

Conversation C 

Nick: We caught Roger stealing again. a) We should we do? 

Tam: If I were you, I’d give him a final warning. You haven’t told anyone else? 

Nick: No, of course not. OK, I’ll do that. b) Should I tell my boss? 

Tam: No, you’d better not. 
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F. Complete the dialogue with the sentences below. (5*1= 5 pts) 

a) That’s a good point.   d) Or we could do a course together 

b) Any ideas for what we could do? e)  I’m not sure that I agree actually 

c) I suggest we focus on things that we all enjoy doing 

A: OK. As you all know we had record sales last year, and we’d like to organise a celebration for all the staff.  b) Any 
ideas for what we could do? 

B: Well, I feel that we should have a party here in the office. 

A: That’s OK by me. 

C: e) I’m not sure that I agree actually I think we should think about going somewhere else. The way I see things, we 
spend every day in the office. Why don’t we do something different to celebrate? 

D:  a) That’s a good point. How about going on a trip somewhere? 

B: Yes. d) Or we could do a course together. There’s a place where you can go and make chocolates, or bake bread or 
something like that. 

D: I’m not sure that’s a good idea. c) I suggest we focus on things that we all enjoy doing. What about spending a day 
playing golf? 

C: Golf? I don’t think so. 

A: OK. I think we need to focus on whether we have a party of some kind, or go on a trip somewhere. 

 
G. Rewrite or combine the sentences by using the words given in brackets as in the example. (10*1=10 pts.) 

 
1. Susan asked whether I could tell her where I got it.  

2. Paul said (that) he woke up feeling ill, so he did not go to work.  

Paul said (that) he had woken up feeling ill, so he had not gone to work.  

3. If I wanted his advice, I would ask fokr it.  

4. If Karen had not been wearing a seat belt, she would have been injured in the crash.  

5. Having bought our tickets, we went into the theatre.  

6. The people who were arrested have now been released.  

7. The museum which I wanted to visit was shut when I got there.   

8. It is thought that the prisoner escaped by climbing over a wall.  

9. Kathy is known to have killed her husband.  

10. She was impressed by the outstanding performance.  
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       READING  (20 pts)  

 

The Changing Face of Entertainment 
 
Entertainment has completely changed in the last few decades. When internet streaming became more popular there 
was a prediction that this would boost audience numbers for small independent films and niche media products, and to 
a certain extent this has happened. 1) _____________  . While people have more choice in niche viewing, blockbusters 
are also flourishing at the expense of ’average’ budget productions that are just ’quite popular’. 
 
The optimistic idea that film-making opportunities would grow has proved to be true. Take Joe Swanberg, who makes 
films about the romantic lives of young people. He shoots on his digital camera and keeps costs down. His films are 
produced digitally and are hardly ever distributed in cinemas. 2) ______________. So, technology has helped him 
achieve a dream. But why do blockbusters still have a stranglehold on the market? There are several reasons for this. 
Firstly, the technology Joe uses is also used by distributors of large films. This means that a large film can be found 
everywhere, in the cinema, on BluRay or DVD.  
 
Another reason is perhaps more timeless, and that’s the desire to have things in common with the people around you, 
and big budget media can supply this. It’s for this reason that things like The X Factor and Twilight maintain their 
popularity. 3) __________________. Blockbusters also benefit from choice. Say you look online to find something to 
watch. When there is so much to choose from, it can be simpler to select something everyone is talking about. 
 
But is this change a good or bad thing? While many viewers may enjoy having more options, media companies might 
not necessarily find it easier to provide them. 4) _______________. And now, rather than battling with 4 or 5 new 
releases, they are competing with hundreds. This can make media companies more conservative; why take a gamble on 
an edgy political drama when you can have a surefire superhero hit? These programmes also need to be successful 
quickly. Every year programmes are cancelled after their first seasons as viewer numbers and feedback comes in. 
 
However, for the average viewer the change must be seen as a good thing. Nowadays, it’s rare to have nothing to 
watch. We can watch short videos and music on YouTube, learn on TED Talks and watch films and TV programmes on 
sites like Netflix. 5)_____________. So perhaps the technology has helped the small filmmakers, but still there are only 
a few things that can be guaranteed to delight huge numbers, the blockbusters, and anything that may cost a lot of 
money and not be a big hit often gets sidelined.   
 

A. Five sentences have been removed from the article. Choose from the sentences A–F the one which fits each gap 
(1–5). There is ONE EXTRA SENTENCE which you do not need to use. (5*1= pts.) 

 
A. People have heard of them and know they will be able to discuss them with their friends. 3 

B. With so much choice, it’s up to the companies to try and make an impact with their product. 4 

C. But this small-scale approach to his films helps him make a living from what he loves. 2 

D. However, the mid-market seems to have all but vanished in today’s modern media environment. 1 

E. Of course, this means that media companies need to constantly work at providing entertainment that stands out. 5 

F. Tenet is still keeping a somewhat low profile compared to other blockbuster films. extra 

 

 

 

https://www.the-numbers.com/movie/Tenet-(2020)
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B. MULTIPLE CHOICE 
1 What impact has technology had on the movie business, according to paragraph 1? 

A Small independent film-makers are struggling to find an audience. 
B Audiences aren’t enjoying blockbuster films like they used to. 
C Fewer young people are attracted to the industry. 
D Only large or small-scale productions now thrive. 

 

2 According to paragraph 3, the success of blockbusters is because people … 
A prefer to see famous actors in films. 
B like watching and talking about reality shows. 
C  want to share the experience with others. 
D are reluctant to take a risk on something new. 

 

3 Paragraph 4 indicates that media companies are becoming … 
A less adventurous. 
B  confused about what the viewer wants. 
C  bolder about their choices. 
D more competitive. 

 

4 What does ’they’ refer to in paragraph 4? 
A viewers 
B media companies 
C  television programmes 
D movie industry decision-makers 

 

5 What does paragraph 5 say about the situation nowadays? 
A Viewers are benefiting from the changes. 
B Programmes are becoming too specialised. 
C Making programmes is easier than before. 
D Better films and TV programmes are being made. 

C. Match each underlined word(s) with the correct definition.( 5*1=5 pts.) 

1. C 2. A 3. D 
 
 

4. E 5. B 

 

     WRITING  (10 pts.) 

 
      Choose ONE of the essay questions below and discuss ONE point of view and give YOUR OPINION. Use at least 100 words. 

1. Talk about an event in the past when you had to make a difficult decision. Explain what you did and why. 

2. What do you think about smartphones? Give some arguments to support your position. 

3. Explain your favorite computer game. What should a player do to win? What are some playing tips? 

 
 
 


